Brahms

FLUTE
Natalie Smith
Jennifer Harrod

OBOE
Arianna Varner
Jonathon Bailey

CLARINET
Molly Lowder
Cassidy Levy

BASSOON
Cameron Stephenson
Kyle Newell

HORN
Caleb Harris
Andre Richter
Andrew Howell
Kelsey Blake

TRUMPET
Carlos Richter
Tyler Holt

TIMPANI
Daniel Crisp

Beethoven

FLUTE
Amelia Moore

OBOE
Arianna Varner
Jamie Staton

CLARINET
Cassidy Levy
Helen Park

BASSOON
Kyle Newell
Cameron Stephenson

HORN
Caleb Harris
Andrew Howell

TRUMPET
Sean Brinsfield
Tyler Holt

TIMPANI
Daniel Crisp

Fernandez/T.B.A

FLUTE
Jennifer Harrod
Amelia Moore
Natalie Smith (picc.)

OBOE
Arianna Varner
Jonathon Bailey
Jamie Staton (E.H.)

CLARINET
Helen Park
Molly Lowder
Cassidy Levy (B.C.)

BASSOON
Cameron Stephenson
Kyle Newell
Bryson Haste (C.B.)

HORN
Andre Richter
Andrew Howell

TRUMPET
Carlos Richter
Sean Brinsfield
Tyler Holt

TIMPANI
Daniel Crisp

TROMBONE
Josh Bishop
Emilee Manning
Sean Reynolds

TUBA
Jarred Briley

TIMPANI
Daniel Crisp

PERCUSSION
Elijah Helms
Mark Klaich
Aaron Torrance

PIANO
TBA